
DONT TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT

TESTIMONIALS

I have tried everything imaginable when it comes to recruiting...your site works.

myCNAjobs is now our #1 recruiting source. We have consistently found quality caregivers and the site is 
user-friendly, easy to navigate, and most importantly, there are new qualifi ed caregivers frequently. It saves 
us time and has proven to be a reliable service.

Working with myCNAjobs has made my hiring process much simpler - no more posting to job boards and 
classifi eds. Th e level of quality of caregivers is a step up. I like that I can defi ne what I’m looking for and 
talk to real people that want to work. Our representative knows the functionality well and has been there at 
every point to answer questions. She even makes proactive calls to garner feedback. Th ank you all so much. 

We’ve been very pleased with the results we’ve gott en.  To be able to fi nd so many potential candidates in 
one place is a real time saver and to know what they are looking for, and not looking for, has made our 
interviewing process a lot more eff ective.  In fact, we’ve been able to reduce our online jobs postings by over 
75%.  We highly recommend myCNAjobs to other franchisees in our system.

We have been using myCNAjobs since September 2013.  Th ey helped us improve our hiring eff orts and 
we’ve hired several good caregivers and CNAs. At any point in time, they have a good pool of people 
available and have also been very helpful overall.

myCNAjobs is a fantastic product. It allows my recruitment team to quickly fi nd quality CNAs that no 
other service can. It has fl at out helped grow our agency.

Sheri Kellogg ,  COMFORT KEEPERS NAPA

Anita Rodgerson,   COMFORCARE / AT YOUR SIDE HOME CARE HOUSTON

 Jason Falk,   FIRSTLIGHT HOMECARE NASHVILLE-FRANKLIN

Norm Harris,   SENIOR HELPERS METRO PORTLAND

Peggy Milne,   HOME HELPERS SAN MATEO COUNTY

Owner,   INTERIM HEALTHCARE GRAND RAPIDS



myCNAjobs offers a steady stream of qualified candidates - many more than the previous service I was 
using. Their site is very easy to use and their customer support is excellent. I highly recommend them.

Comfort Keepers STL has had great responses using myCNAjobs. Some of our top caregivers have been 
hired through them!

myCNAjobs is a wonderful tool -  I would highly recommend you consider using them when hiring STNAs 
and HHAs.

myCNAjobs is the premier online tool for the recruitment of caregivers. It is a must have especially for 
targeting a specific type of caregiver in a specific location for a specific type of client. Our results have been 
great and I highly recommend it.

Thank you for the wonderful customer service! myCNAjobs has provided our home health and travel nurse 
agency with over 250 applicants with a single posting! The applicants are qualified, willing and able to work. 
We are very happy with the results.

Your service has been a key to our growth and the quality of our staff has never been better.

myCNAjobs is one of the best healthcare recruitment mediums available.  We have tried many other 
services and they haven’t turned out. I continue to utilize myCNAjobs regularly and everything is going 
great. Thanks again!

We are very fortunate to have myCNAjobs as a business partner; they’re truly committed to their customers 
and offer a variety of resources to achieve the best results.

Caitlin Hanley,   CAITLIN HANLEY, CAREGIVER EXPRESS HR

Kelsey McPherson,   KELSEY MCPHERSON, COMFORT KEEPERS ST LOUIS

Nancy Brothers,   INTERIM HEALTHCARE WILLOUGHBY

David Robinson,   ALWAYS BEST CARE BOSTON

Beverly Unrath,   DAKOTA TRAVEL NURSE HOME CARE, INC.

Eric Edwards,   COMFORCARE DENVER

Brittany Hanson,  SENIOR HELPERS MADISON

Recruitment Team,   INTERIM HEALTHCARE CHICAGO


